Tor (The Onion Routing) provides a secure mechanism for offering TCP-based services while concealing the hidden server's IP address. In general the acceptance of services strongly relies on its QoS properties. For potential Tor users, provided the anonymity is secured, probably the most important QoS parameter is the time until they finally get response by such a hidden service. Internally, overall response times are constituted by several steps invisible for the user. We provide comprehensive measurements of all relevant latencies and a detailed statistical analysis with special focus on the overall response times. Thereby, we gain valuable insights that enable us to give certain statistical assertions and to suggest improvements in the hidden service protocol and its implementation.
Introduction
Tor hidden services [2] constitute a convenient way for providing a TCP-based service to clients without revealing the hidden server's IP address. Typical applications are hidden web servers or hidden IRC servers. There are often good reasons for people who provide potentially controversial services or content to others to hide their identity. Otherwise these people could be faced with personal consequences, ranging from job-related disadvantages up to prosecution and personal harm.
Tor's anonymity originates from relaying traffic over a network of about 2,200 publicly deployed relays (April 2008) . A client that wants to communicate anonymously creates a circuit consisting of three randomly selected Tor relays. The last relay in a circuit connects to the public server that the client actually wants to talk to. All messages between client and the last relay are encrypted in multiple layers, which is the reason for Tor's name: The Onion Routing. The idea is that no single entity but the client can learn where the circuit starts and where it ends.
The hidden service design is based on connecting two circuits-one of them created by the client, the other by the hidden server-on a commonly agreed Tor relay. This socalled rendezvous point acts as message relay by forwarding outgoing messages from the client-side circuit to the serverside circuit and vice versa. In order to protect rendezvous points from attacks, a hidden service picks a set of Tor relays as introduction points which work similar to the rendezvous points. Introduction points are only used for transferring a single message containing the location of the selected rendezvous point. In order to accept client requests, the hidden service publishes a hidden service descriptor containing a signed list of introduction points to directory servers from which it can be downloaded by clients.
The design of hidden services is inevitably more complex than the design for anonymizing a connection between a client and a public service. Constructing a circuit requires three Tor relays, whereas accessing a hidden service involves more than a dozen. This makes accessing a hidden service outstandingly slow and connections fragile, which may be considered the major problems of hidden services.
We study the performance and QoS properties of hidden services in the public Tor network via measurements and statistical analysis. We focus on latencies rather than on bandwidth, because previous studies have shown that latencies of connection establishment are the major problem in terms of usability [8] .
In the next section we briefly review previous work on the performance of Tor and hidden services. Section 3 describes our setting to measure client access times to a publicly deployed hidden service. Overall response times and times of a number of sub-steps are considered. In Section 4 we statistically analyze the measurements and fit them to probability distributions in order to detect and investigate bottlenecks or irregularities and to be able to predict response within a given time with a certain probability. In Section 5 we propose some performance improvements based on our observations. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines further research directions.
Related Work
Wendolsky et al. [12] measured the performance of client-anonymous connections in Tor. They found that latencies of connections averaged to 4 seconds. They concluded from the studies by Köpsell [7] that these 4 seconds were the acceptable time that users are willing to wait: Whenever the number of users increases, so that the network load goes up, the average latency in the network increases too, and the less anonymity-aware users are deterred from using the system, so that the user base and with it the average latency stabilizes. However, we want to emphasize that these 4 seconds cannot be directly compared with the latencies of hidden services, because of the inherent complexity and higher number of involved nodes.
In earlier measurements we found that connection establishment to a hidden service took in average 5.39 seconds [8] . Those numbers are significantly lower than those to be presented in the present paper, because we then excluded the times for descriptor download and data exchange. In [8] we also found that subsequent message exchanges only took in average 2.32 seconds, which is quite fast compared to connection establishment. Therefore, we did not consider message exchange times in this paper.
Øverlier and Syverson [9] proposed a new connection establishment protocol for hidden services. Their revised protocol reduces the number of involved Tor relays compared to the original design [2] and therefore should lead to reduced latencies. An implementation might lead to significant performance improvements for hidden services.
Environment and Measurement Setup
Assume, Bob wants to offer a hidden service. The first step is to configure his Tor client accordingly. The Tor client generates a long-term public key pair to identify the service. Further the Tor client selects three nodes within the Tor network to act as the server's introduction points and opens a circuit to each of them. We configured the Tor client to select a specific node, that was also controlled by us, as first introduction point. The information to access the service, i.e. the identifier and the addresses of the three introduction points forming the hidden service descriptor, is published on a lookup directory server within the network. The process of setting up a hidden service only needs to be performed once and was consequently done prior to the actual measurements. It has no influence on the service user perspective. All steps necessary to establish and access the hidden service are shown in Figure 1 and described below.
Alice wants to access Bob's website and therefore learns the identifier from a website or another source. First her Tor client contacts the directory server and receives the hidden service descriptor (the time between opening a circuit to send the request and receiving the reply is referred to as DescRTT in the next section). Regularly, it would randomly pick one of the introduction points, but we implemented a minor code change to force Alice's Tor client to always pick the first introduction point from the hidden service descriptor. As mentioned above this introduction point was controlled by us. After fetching the hidden service descriptor Alice's Tor client chooses another node in the Tor network as rendezvous point and builds a circuit to it. If available, the Tor client may pick the third Tor relay in an existing 3-hop circuit instead of building a new circuit to a random Tor relay, which is called cannibalization and which can be done without delay. Alice's Tor client requests the chosen rendezvous point to act as such and the latter acknowledges (RendRTT). At the same time the Tor client builds a circuit to the introduction point (IntroC). If a suitable prebuilt 3-hop circuit is available, this circuit is extended to the rendezvous point with a fourth hop. This is another form of cannibalization, which is faster than building all hops on demand. When the introduction circuit is built and the rendezvous point has acknowledged the request, Alice's Tor client informs the introduction point that Alice wants to access the hidden service (Intro1), handing over the rendezvous point's address. The introduction point forwards the message to the hidden server (Intro2) and sends an acknowledgment back (IntroAck). Now the hidden server also builds a circuit to the rendezvous point (RendC), that connects it to the circuit built by Alice's Tor client and informs her client of the successful connection (Rend12). This circuit can also be built by cannibalization, so only the fourth hop to the rendezvous point needs to be built on demand. Now a connection between Alice and Bob is established and Alice can send a request, e.g. an HTTP GET message to retrieve a website (Data). Figure 2 shows the sequence of all values measured to emphasize parallel steps and to display a critical path when trying to reduce the complete response time of hidden services.
For the measurements we used two instances of Tor version 0.2.0.6 alpha (r11276) running on a virtual root server
Figure 2. Sequence of measured values
located in Frankfurt on the Main, Germany. We observed log events indicating the sending and receiving of messages as well as opening new circuits to other nodes. In order to gather the data we started the Tor relay acting as introduction point first and then the Tor client providing the hidden service prior to the actual tests. We created new Tor clients for the test every five minutes for 72 hours between 27-29 August 2007, and let them perform a single access attempt on our hidden service. We chose not to re-use the same onion proxy on client side to avoid the effects of caching information. Further we did not control all roles involved in the process. We used the official directory servers of the Tor network and therefore had no access to their log events. We did also not control the relay chosen as rendezvous point by Alice, because the configuration option to choose a specific rendezvous point does not work in case of cannibalization.
Statistical Data Analysis
The first step in statistical data analysis consists of computing meaningful empirical characteristics of the measured data to get an impression of the basic properties. Overviews of the empirical statistics and percentiles for all measured times are given in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively.
In order to find appropriate probability distributions that well represent the measured data, we performed a parametric fit. Some candidate distributions were selected and for each of these distributions a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was carried out to find those parameters that fit best to the data. The goodness of fit was tested by the χ 2 test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, and the AndersonDarling (AD) test. In a nutshell, given a parametric distribution and measurement data, MLE determines the parameter values that are most likely with respect to the data. Goodness-of-fit tests check the assumption that the data is according to a specific distribution and compute test statistics that indicate how well justified this assumption actually is. Roughly speaking, the goodness of fit is evaluated by the rule that the smaller the test statistic, the better the fit. For the details of the statistical methods see, e.g., [11, 13] .
Due to space limitations it is not possible to present plots and advanced investigations for all measurements. We restrict our detailed presentation to response times. These are most important from the users' point of view as they are what users really care about and perceive. Hence, they are particularly well suited as a measure of user-perceived quality of service (QoS) or quality of experience (QoE).
We selected candidate distributions based on the empirical statistics and percentiles as well as on the shape of histogram plots. We also considered some widespread distributions often appearing in network models. For instance, the most common one is the exponential distribution and thus we included it. However, from the data it is obvious that any distribution whose support is the whole set of positive numbers will probably not well fit the data for small values since the minimum response time is significantly larger than zero. Consequently, distributions like the shifted exponential distribution should be considered. Another reasoning takes the occurrence of some very large data values into account which may indicate heavy-tailedness. In fact, there is much evidence in the presence of heavy-tailed distributions on the Internet [1, 10] , where the Pareto distribution has become particularly prominent. However, even in cases where the Pareto distribution seems most appropriate, from a practical point of view it may be more convenient to work with other distributions, e.g., when the goal is to build stochastic models involving the distribution and further investigate these models. For instance, the Pareto distribution causes serious problems in simulation [4] . Besides, Downey [3] found that the lognormal distribution is often more appropriate. As a distribution with a similar shape to that of the lognormal distribution where in particular the mode is not at the lower boundary, the loglogistic distribution is also taken into account. Particularly reasonable with respect to the measured data are extreme value distributions where also the mode is not at the lower boundary. We considered the Frechet distribution also known as extreme value distribution of type 2, and the generalized extreme value distribution. Detailed descriptions of all the mentioned (and many more) distributions can be found in [5, 6] . Table 3 contains the densities of the candidate distributions. The parameters obtained by MLE are given in Table 4 and the goodness-of-fit test results in Table 5 .
From the goodness-of-fit tests we can obtain a clear ranking for the fitted distributions. For all tests, sorting with respect to the test statistics yields the same order among the distributions. We can see that the exponential distribution, either shifted or not, and the Pareto distribution seem to be completely inappropriate. The Frechet distribution unam- biguously provides the best fit. However, one needs to be careful with such a quick argumentation since the statistical tests only provide an overall view of both data and distributions without any special regard to particular data regions. We shall get more specific insights from visualizations of the data and the fitted distributions. Figure 3 shows a plot of the densities together with the histogram for the measurements which gives a rough overall impression of the appropriateness of the fitted distributions. It confirms the conclusion from the goodness-of-fit tests for the overall view. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show probabilityprobability (PP)-plots and probability difference plots, respectively, for the fitted distributions against the measured data. A PP-plot is a graph of the distribution function of the fitted distributions versus the empirical distribution of the measured data where a perfect fit would yield a straight 
Visualization and Interpretation

Figure 3. Histogram-density plot for all fitted distributions
diagonal line from (0,0) to (1,1). A probability difference plot, as the name suggests, visualizes the difference between the empirical distribution and the distribution function of the fitted distributions. It should be close to zero. All plots clearly eliminate the Pareto distribution from any further considerations. It neither reflects the data for small or medium values nor for large values. Taking a deeper look at some peculiarities we can recognize that none of the distributions appropriately covers the irregularities for data values slightly greater than 60 seconds. In practice, there is a simple explanation for this effect. If the connection request is not handled by the server within 60 seconds, then a timeout occurs and the connection is requested again. We performed fitting procedures where the time scale was subdivided into intervals of length 60 seconds, resulting in the same ranking of distributions as for the overall fit. Thus, for the time being with regard to the statistical analysis of response times, we can neglect this effect because neither one of the candidate distributions is ranked better or worse due to this effect and, more important from the applications point of view, end users care about their effective response time regardless whether or not it includes timeouts. Moreover, the following observation will lead us to a separate treatment of response times less than 60 seconds and response times greater than 60 seconds anyway.
An important effect indicated by all plots is the significant difference in the goodness of fit with respect to the distributions' body on the one hand and the tail behavior on the other hand. In fact, the preference for the Frechet distribution due to the statistical tests mainly relies on its excellent ability to reflect the range up to 60 seconds whereas the tails decrease exponentially. This particularly demonstrates that there is no evidence of a heavy-tailed distribution of the response times, but rather the tails almost perfectly follow the exponential distribution. In order to illustrate this, we show comparative plots of the exponential distributions (shifted and non-shifted) versus the Frechet distribution in Figures 6-8 . The PP-plot of Figure 6 elucidates the good overall fit of the Frechet distribution. Figure 7 and Figure 8 provide zoomed probability difference plots where we have split the time scale. The range from 60 to 80 seconds is included in both plots in order to show that neither distribution fits well there, but all distributions come back to a quite good fit for values greater than 80 seconds. Most importantly, Figure 7 manifests the superiority of the Frechet distribution for response times less than 60 seconds, whereas Figure 8 shows that the exponential distributions perfectly coincide with the tail of the empirical distribution provided by the measurements.
Another important effect can be observed when plotting the distribution functions as shown in Figure 9 . The cumulative distribution functions of the exponential and the Frechet distribution intersect at time 60 seconds. This is particularly remarkable since it means that the probability mass assigned to values less than 60 seconds is equal for both distributions. The same holds for the probability mass assigned to values greater than 60 seconds. In particular, the probability for a response time of more than 60 seconds, one possibly critical QoS parameter, is identical for both distribution types. Evaluating the distribution function (in the following of the exponential distribution) we get P (R > 60) = 1 − F Exp (60) = 1 − e −0.042×60 ≈ 8%. 
Implications
Our findings directly imply that we can improve the fit of the response time distribution by combining the Frechet and the exponential distribution such that for times less than 60 seconds the Frechet distribution applies and for times greater than 60 seconds the exponential distribution applies. In particular, note that due to the intersection of both distribution functions at time 60, this does not need any further normalization but directly yields that the combined density integrates to one as required to be a density. Hence, altogether we obtain a very accurate fit of the response time distribution that can in turn be used for diverse further modeling and analysis purposes providing insights useful with regard to improvements from a statistical perspective. One immediate result is that, as a generalization of the above evaluation of P (R > 60), the exponential distribution applies to large response times. Hence, far better QoS guarantees follow than it would be in case of applying the Frechet distribution in the tails.
Recommended Improvements
After analyzing the current performance of hidden services in Tor we suggest a number of modifications in implementation and protocol to accelerate the access to hidden services and therefore improve usability. The challenge is at the same time not to hurt or reduce the anonymity of either the requesting client or the hidden service provider and not to increase the network load disproportionally.
Comparing the mean values in Table 1 , building the introduction (IntroC) and rendezvous (RendC) circuits takes most time, besides fetching the hidden service descriptor (DescRTT) and data transfer (Data). Therefore special focus should be put on circuit creation.
In the current implementation three internal circuits are built before actually needed in order to be cannibalized later. That is the exact number, that is necessary for accessing a hidden service: one circuit to retrieve the rendezvous descriptor, one for the rendezvous circuit and one to contact the introduction point. If one of the circuits is not ready on demand, it cannot be cannibalized and a complete new circuit has to be built. If more general circuits are built in the beginning, the probability of finding a working circuit is increased.
The Tor client could start to cannibalize two 3-hop circuits to contact the introduction point simultaneously. The first circuit that is opened successfully is used to send the introduction message, while the other circuit is discarded. This behavior uses the high variability of circuit cannibalization to decrease the time until an open circuit is available.
The hidden service proxy picks three introduction points and publishes them. In the current protocol version the client proxy randomly chooses one of them and tries to build a circuit to it. We suggest that the client proxy tries to connect to two introduction points simultaneously and when the first circuit is established, discards the other connection attempt. As a disadvantage this would result in increased network traffic. Therefore we need to consider the tradeoff between resulting performance improvements and additional network traffic.
The impact of reducing the number of Tor relays involved in the process of accessing a hidden service, as suggested by Øverlier and Syverson in [9] , needs to be evaluated. In one of the proposed scenarios the introduction point also acts as rendezvous point. In another scenario the rendezvous circuit is cannibalized and extended to the introduction point.
Finally, the client-side timeout after which a connection is requested again should be reduced from 60 seconds to a lower value. Though this might occasionally result in unnecessary network traffic, the probability of high response times decreases.
Conclusions
We performed comprehensive performance measurements of Tor hidden services and statistically analyzed the data focussing on the response time as an important useroriented QoS parameter. Our studies resulted in a mathematically well-founded fit of the response time distribution by means of combining Frechet and exponential distribution. Moreover, we obtained insights that led to recommendations on how to improve the hidden service protocol and its implementation. Further research includes the development of a detailed model based on the measurements of sub steps. Such a model could be a foundation for sophisticated mathematical analysis, e.g. via queueing theory or simulation. This would allow us to immediately observe the effects of changes to the protocol which yields huge time savings compared to the effort required for repeated measurements. Besides, the recommended improvements can be efficiently evaluated in advance before actually implementing them.
